Rigaku Oxford Diffraction Events

Rigaku Symposium:
**Jul. 31**st, 9:40 at Shirakashi 2 (Conference Building, 3rd Floor)]
“Crystallography for Coordination Chemistry - S57”

Lunchtime seminar:
**Aug. 1**st, 12:15 at Tachibana Room
“XtaLAB Synergy: All for your Science from Rigaku”.
Winner of prize drawing will be announced at the end of the seminar.

Workshop:
**Aug. 2**nd, 9:40 at E-Meeting Room 4A (Exhibition building)
“Crystallography in your hands”
- Attendees are kindly requested to bring your own laptop computer.
- Extended set-up session voluntary) starts from 8:30, individual support will be provided by the instructors.

Live lab! and Structure Clinic:
**During exhibition**, at Rigaku Oxford Diffraction Booth (Exhibition Building)
- Bring your sample: and try your crystal on our latest XtaLAB Synergy system
- Bring your difficult dataset: professionals will help you to solve your issues and difficulties. Complete new comer for Crystallography also very welcome!
- For detail, click Rigaku icon at [http://www.iccc2018.jp/sponsorship.html]